Guidelines for Assessing and Minimizing Risks of Emotion Recognition Applications
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Abstract—Society has witnessed a rapid increase in the adoption of commercial uses of emotion recognition. Tools that were traditionally used by domain experts are now being used by individuals who are often unaware of the technology’s limitations and may use them in potentially harmful settings. The change in scale and agency, paired with gaps in regulation, urge the research community to rethink how we design, position, implement and ultimately deploy emotion recognition to anticipate and minimize potential risks. To help understand the current ecosystem of applied emotion recognition, this work provides an overview of some of the most frequent commercial applications and identifies some of the potential sources of harm. Informed by these, we then propose 12 guidelines for systematically assessing and reducing the risks presented by emotion recognition applications. These guidelines can help identify potential misuses and inform future deployments of emotion recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of Affective Computing has experienced significant growth since its original inception in 1997 with the book by the same name [1]. While most of the early research was performed in small, controlled laboratory experiments with custom-made and expensive sensing technologies [2], [3], we are now seeing an increasing number of real-life deployments that leverage low-cost, mass-produced sensors [4], [5]. This shift has been accompanied by a significant democratization and popularization of emotion sensing technologies, APIs and services that can extract emotional information from images [6], [7], voice [8], text [9] and vital signs [10]. Unfortunately, affective computing, and especially the area of emotion recognition, has been used in unexpected and potentially harmful settings by practitioners without sufficient understanding of its limitations or assumptions. We believe that the lowered barriers to entry for using emotion recognition, the increased agency of non-expert practitioners, and the gaps in regulating the usage of this technology create a demand for the research community to question how we design, position, implement and ultimately deploy these tools.

How should emotion recognition label each of the Serena Williams’ photos in Figure 1? An algorithm that only sees the image on the left is likely to label it as “anger”, as it may detect the mouth stretch and nose wrinkle, but if that same algorithm were to see the image on the right, it is likely to label it as “excitement” instead, as it may recognize that Serena is celebrating a victory with a fist pump. While one could potentially argue that the second prediction may be more accurate as it has access to more contextual information, we could all potentially agree that none of the algorithms can really know how Serena Williams was feeling at that precise moment without asking her. Even if we are able to ask her, we know she may still be biased by the way we framed our question [12], potential recall biases [13], and most likely some misattribution of arousal [14]. While these observations may seem obvious to the general affective computing researcher, we have observed that the terminology and the models used to represent emotion recognition technology can be confusing and that new practitioners might overestimate the predictive power of AI [15]. For instance, commercial facial expression analysis often adopts Ekman’s theory of basic emotions [16] that suggests that certain expressions may be universally indicative of emotional states and, consequently, would oversimplify the subtleties of the previous example. Similar algorithms are being applied in various settings, such as mental health support and job recruitment, without the appropriate communication of system capabilities, limitations and contextual understanding. This can lead to significant user harm, such as mental health deterioration or career opportunity loss, respectively.
This is just one example that demonstrates that the positioning of emotion recognition—both its capabilities and its limitations—plays a critical role in its potential deployment and commercial adoption. Without clear guidelines, there is a real risk of the technology causing harm. As a first step towards mitigating harm through the use of emotion recognition technologies, our work outlines commercial and real-life applications of emotion recognition and their potential sources of challenges and user harm (Section III). We then propose a set of ethical application guidelines grounded on four main regulating factors of risk to systematically assess risks and minimize harm (Sections IV, V). Finally, our work contributes to the growing number of efforts investigating the role of AI in our society in order to motivate a more principled and responsible use of emotion recognition technologies.

II. RELATED WORK

The ethics of affective computing has been an active research topic since the inception of the field [1], [17]–[23]. Many of these studies often consider the challenges associated with the deployment of sentient machines that can effectively read and simulate emotions (e.g., intimate robots [24], [25], mindreading [26]). However, current commercial applications of emotion recognition are still far from these scenarios due to well-known research challenges such as the idiosyncratic nature of emotion perception, the need for better emotion theory, and the difficulty of creating truly representative models [17]. Despite knowing these limitations, Stark and Hoey [27] recently argued that current applications of emotion recognition are typically designed without awareness of the ethical complexities involved in emotion recognition technology nor with an understanding of the paucity of a globally accepted, unified theory of emotion. Similarly, several independent reports have examined the potential challenges of emotion recognition technologies and have made a call for action, such as urging to revising the ACM code of ethics [28], regulating the technology [29], [30], and having more conversations across fields [31]. Despite the increasing debate and shared concerns around user harm, however, there is still a need for consensus on concrete guidelines that help anticipate and address the challenges associated with emotion recognition.

To help address similar challenges across other AI domains, researchers have devised important guidelines that have facilitated the understanding and prevention of AI risks. For instance, Chancellor et al. [32] reviewed some of the risks associated with mental health research from social media and identified 14 ethical challenges as well as recommendations for researchers such as carrying out participatory algorithmic design. In Amershi et al. [33], the authors synthesized over 20 years of guidance around the design of human-AI interaction and provided a set of 18 AI usability guidelines to help design more useful and acceptable AI-based products and prototypes. In a separate effort, Batliner et al. [34] reviewed some exemplary use cases of computational paralinguistics and provided 6 rules for good practice such as facilitating model interpretability and result comparison. Finally, Stark and Hoey [27] used case studies around emotionally intelligent cognitive assistance technologies and agents in social networks to consider ethical practices in emotion recognition. In particular, they reviewed an independent checklist for ethical emotion recognition designed by McStay and Pavliscak [35] that provides 15 guidelines distributed across personal, relationship, and societal implications. While it is unclear exactly how the authors derived and evaluated their guidelines, we see them as complementary to the ones proposed in this work.

III. APPLICATIONS OF EMOTION RECOGNITION

Emotion recognition technology can be a beneficial tool, but it can also introduce societal challenges when used in unexpected or harmful settings. To contextualize how and where these challenges may occur, we first provide an overview of recent commercial applications of the technology, outline some main sources of challenges for emotion recognition, and then characterize potential harms originating from these challenges.

A. Application Areas

To help understand how emotion recognition is currently being used in real-life settings, we compiled a non-exhaustive list of some of the most frequently explored applications. To identify these applications, we searched for “commercial emotion recognition” and “applications of emotion recognition” using popular search engines, and reviewed the top 20 results to assess whether they described 1) the use of emotion recognition, 2) in a real-life setting, and 3) in a commercial setting. If the results referenced other articles, we added them to the reviewing list. While we did not impose any limitation in terms of language or countries, it is important to note that our keyword selection could have introduced a bias towards English-speaking countries (e.g., USA, UK). In addition, we observed that more highly ranked articles tended to be more critical which may have also biased the sampling towards more sensitive applications. Table I shows the resulting list of applications which can be grouped into the following areas:

Market Research. One early commercial application of emotion recognition is in marketing and consumer research. The goal is to help marketers understand consumers in order to deliver more relevant and personalized products [36], [37]. Similarly, textual analysis has been used to analyze the affect or sentiment of product reviews [9]. Leveraging this type of information, content providers like Netflix [38] and Spotify [39] provide emotional filters as part of their recommendations.

Human Resources. Several companies have started using emotion recognition to gather insights about current and prospective employees. In hiring, this technology has been marketed as a way of augmenting the screening of candidates to improve efficiency [40], [41]. In the workplace, the technology has been sold as a means of helping gauge the happiness of employees in relation to different events [42].

Transportation. Given that driving can often elicit negative emotional states, emotion recognition is increasingly being considered in the context of transportation. The transportation sector is now beginning to adopt this for consumer-facing
This trend has extended to robotics, where embodied agents are designed [67], and interface control [68].

**B. Sources of Challenges**

There have been relevant examples in applications here but there have also been relevant examples in identifying characteristics about how an audience is responding [52]–[54].

**Defense and Security.** The identification and prevention of potential security threats has long been of interest to governmental agencies. The possibility of detecting signs of deception during interviews from physiological and facial responses has been explored [46], and it has been suggested such tools might be deployed in airports [47]. Beyond this, it has been proposed that large scale measurement could be used to understand the potential state of the enemy and help inform decision making in warfare [48], [49].

**Education.** A long-standing and rapidly increasing domain of application for emotion recognition technology is in educational settings, with the intent to improve learning or the learning experience. For instance, teachers might improve learning experiences with insights from assessing the “engagement” of learners [50]. More recently, emotion recognition technologies have been marketed for online proctoring during remote exams sparking some concerns [51]. Emotion recognition has also been used to support the delivery of custom training and coaching, such as offering tips about presentation style and identifying characteristics about how an audience is responding [52]–[54].

**Mental Health.** Emotion recognition technologies are being used to help provide more frequent and personalized support for people in both clinical and non-clinical settings. Many of these technologies are used with the intent to help track and manage different states such as stress [55], [56], depression [57], suicidal ideation [58] and pre- and post-natal depression [59]. This trend has extended to robotics, where embodied agents are used to help reduce loneliness, especially for the elderly [60].

Given the steep rise in the number of start-ups in emotion recognition, it is not possible to exhaustively cover all of the applications here but there have also been relevant examples across domains such as entertainment [61], [62], customer service [63], [64], retail tracking [65], [66], urban space design [67], and interface control [68].

**B. Sources of Challenges**

As emotion recognition technologies become more prevalent, it is critical to identify ways in which they could lead to harm. The following section aims to highlight challenges that are especially acute to emotion recognition.

**The theory of human emotions is evolving.** In certain areas of AI, such as object recognition and classification, concepts and categories that delineate decision boundaries can be well-defined and agreed upon by humans in most cases (e.g., people would recognize and agree upon the label of a car given a picture of a car). In contrast, emotion recognition relies heavily on psychological theories to inform measurement, representation, and modeling. However, emotion theory continues to evolve and be hotly debated [69], [70]. Furthermore, there are cultural, geographical and individual differences that influence how we may perceive, experience, and express emotions [4], [71], [72] and these are moderated by context [11], [70].

**Human emotions are difficult to describe and label.** Emotions are internal states, but they may be associated with external behaviors (e.g., facial expressions, non-verbal gestures) and measurable physiological responses (e.g., perspiration, heart rate). But to provide a symbolic label for an emotion (e.g., a word or description) it needs to be self-reported by the subject (e.g., “I am happy”) or inferred by an observer (e.g., “You look stressed.”). Differences in individual styles or cultural norms for emotional expressiveness and suppression can lead to an obvious mismatch between felt emotions, expressed emotions, and perceived emotions [71]–[73]. Unfortunately, this incongruency has often been neglected when creating data sets for training emotion recognition technologies and labeling is often performed based only on a perceiver’s, or perceivers’, interpretation of the externalized expressions. Some emotion recognition systems have been trained on subjective self-reports. However, self-reports are vulnerable to a wide variety of confounds that can decrease their quality and reproducibility. Examples of potential confounds include alexithymia, recall bias, power asymmetries between individuals, or the framing of the questions [12]–[14].

**A lack of representative and generalizable data.** The complexities of emotion, along with the variability in how they are experienced, leads to large variability. To control for factors leading to these variabilities, emotion recognition models in the research context are usually developed and evaluated within well-defined experimental contexts (e.g., sedentary positions, frontal faces). However, these models are often deployed in contexts that may vary significantly outside the distribution of the training conditions (e.g., high activity level, lateral faces, an older population). Even though the models may perform well against one particular test set, they may not perform well when deployed in real-life settings. For example, some facial analyses have shown poor generalization performance on data sets containing darker skin tones [74]–[77].

**Oversimplified language is used to communicate system capabilities.** The terminology used to describe emotion recognition systems often elicits insufficient, and sometimes inaccurate,
understanding of their capabilities and obscures their technical limitations. For instance, most emotion sensing APIs fail to disclose information about the data sets that were used to train and validate their methods. Similarly, many of the offerings do not differentiate between internal emotional states, externalized expressions, self-reported states, and perceived emotions, and fail to describe their limitations. Further, what researchers use to carefully describe what emotion recognition systems do gets oversimplified to the general public, e.g., “recognizing patterns and mapping them to likely labels as perceived by humans in a specific training context” as “reading inner feelings,” promoting confusion and technological misattribution.

There is a blurred boundary between what should be private and public. Emotions play a critical role in multiple facets of our lives, ranging from regulating external social interaction to the processing of our internal states. Although the former is an external and conscious “use” of emotions, the latter occurs in a way that is virtually invisible to external perceivers. However, current emotion recognition systems tend to blur the distinction between the two and do not appropriately account for the potentially unique set of expectations about what is and/or should be made public and what should remain private. Understanding users’ expectations in the context of emotion sensing is especially difficult because there are large cultural and societal norms and differences [71], [73], [78].

C. Potential Harms

As commercial AI applications have grown, several efforts have focused on understanding and characterizing the types of harms they may create or incite. Among the different efforts, this work leverages Azure’s types of harms [79] and identifies which harms are more prevalent in the context of emotion recognition. This taxonomy draws from prior efforts such as Value Sensitive Design [23] and was designed for AI applications in general.

Denial of consequential services. This type of harm appears when the use of AI can influence the access to services and opportunities by an individual. Considering the previous applications, this type of harm is more likely to appear in uses of emotion recognition that attempt to evaluate someone’s fitness in the context of an application, such as social services, credit/loans, or job opportunities [40], [41]. For instance, people who are underrepresented in a data set (e.g., neuroatypical, minorities) will not be evaluated equally as those that are more represented [76], [77]. This may contribute to stereotype reinforcements that preserve the denial of consequential services [80].

Risk of injury. This type of harm appears when the use of AI can lead to physical or emotional damage to an individual. For instance, physical harm can be elicited when users overly rely on safety mechanisms or alerts, such as those built into cars to help prevent accidents [43]. Applications of emotion recognition may be more prone to emotional and psychological harm. For instance, users of emotional support apps may become vulnerable if they over-rely on AI systems rather than a trained mental health counselor. People watching TV or children playing with toys may be vulnerable to attention hijacking if emotion recognition is designed to sense and promote prolonged user interaction. Furthermore, content providers that leverage emotion recognition may incentivize the development and recommendation of content that is manipulative, polarizing and/or deceptive. In addition, people may experience reputation damage when emotion recognition technologies are used to publicly analyze their emotions (e.g., sentiment analysis of reviews [9], emotional analysis of debates).

Infringement on human rights. This type of harm appears when the use of AI can impact the privacy, freedom, and/or rights of users [81]. For instance, emotion recognition applied to lie detection [46], employee monitoring [42] or public transport [45] can cause interference with private life by capturing information that the user did not consent to share. Similarly, emotion recognition can be indiscriminately applied for predictive policing such as suspicious behavior detection [47] or cheating detection [51]. Emotion recognition can prevent users from freely and fully developing themselves if they heavily rely on the outputs of imperfect technology to direct their approach to mental health self care. This harm may also happen if users experience a sense of forced conformity in order to align with a larger group distribution’s actions, as is likely to happen when monitoring behavior in social scenarios. Finally, emotion recognition used in the context of content recommendation [38], [39] could lead to the marginalization of minority perspectives as those are less frequently represented.

IV. Ethical Application Guidelines

The previous section has identified relevant challenges of emotion recognition as well as potential harms they may elicit. Next, we propose a set of ethical guidelines (see the checklist in Table II) for emotion recognition applications that highlight four main factors that regulate risk—we will refer to these as the 4Cs: communication, consent, calibration, contingency. For each factor, we introduce three critical considerations that highlight some of the most important areas specific to emotion recognition applications.

A. Responsible Communication

System design should facilitate responsible communication with the users, which is critical in the context of emotion recognition due to the complexity and subtleties of emotions and emotion recognition tools. This communication can happen at different points during the interaction, such as when describing the general capabilities of emotion recognition technology and/or when providing predictions to the users. In particular, we identify the following key considerations:

G1. Predictions. Affective outputs are used and described in a manner that does not presume to represent the ground truth about a user’s emotions and avoids making value judgments about others.

G2. Granularity. Descriptions about emotion recognition should use specific language that can be understood by users depending on their context, tasks, and objectives.
G3. Transparency. Information provided to the user regarding emotion recognition should promote awareness about the purpose of its use, limitations, and intended-supported scenarios (e.g., demographics of target users, activities being performed).

B. Informed Consent

An informed consent functions as a tool for practitioners and end-users to evaluate system capabilities and topics such as data handling, privacy, benefits, and risks of using the system, as well as promoting freedom of choice. Consent is relevant in the context of emotion recognition because (a) each user may have unique preferences and expectations regarding the disclosure of emotional states and (b) there is a potential power asymmetry between the person providing the consent and the end user which may be perceived as coercive (e.g., manager and direct report, professor and student), (c) individuals may be unaware of the types of physiological and behavioral data can be sensed (e.g., that a camera can measure their heart rate [82]). Therefore, we identify the following guidelines to help provide informed consent:

G4. Opt-in. Users and bystanders are provided with the information necessary to knowingly and willfully opt-in before any measurements are attempted about their emotional states.

G5. Comprehension. The consent request promotes awareness and understanding (i.e., the user is able to describe what they are consenting to in their own words) about how the application is processing, sharing and storing the user’s data, and how the results will be used.

G6. Freedom of choice. The consent provides the freedom of choice and able to decline the measurement of their emotions without losing access to consequential opportunities.

C. Contextual Calibration

Appropriately calibrating machine learning models so they can effectively work in real-life settings is very challenging and requires consideration throughout the model development lifecycle (e.g., validation, deployment, customization). This is important when designing emotion recognition systems as there are often large individual and cultural differences as well as relevant contextual factors. To help ensure appropriate calibration of the models, we identify the following considerations:

G7. Representativeness. Models should be trained on a data set that is representative of the target population distribution and results are broken down by relevant demographics.

G8. Variance. Models should account for varying factors, such as individual and demographic differences, that influence the emotional experience and manifestation of emotions.

G9. Customization. Users are empowered to provide feedback on performance and usefulness to facilitate further customization of the models or the system.

D. Comprehensive Contingency

AI systems applied in real-life will inevitably make mistakes that may contribute to harm. In the context of emotion recognition, the space of potential errors can be large due to the diversity of possible contexts, individual differences, and interpretations. How system errors are handled can impact the regulating factors listed here. To help anticipate and prevent these errors, we identify the following considerations:

G10. Deletion. Users are able to review and redact emotion measurements that are personally identifiable.

G11. Feedback. Users should have accessible and inclusive channels of communication that facilitate sharing their experience anonymously. These channels should clearly indicate who is accountable for outcomes affected by emotion measurements.

G12. Robustness. The system is able to detect out-of-distribution data characteristics that may impair the performance of the models.

V. Risk Mitigation

The above guidelines can be used to proactively address the risks of emotion recognition before deployment. However, addressing some of these may be challenging depending on the scope and context of the application. Here we provide recommendations that can help mitigate some of the risks.

Avoiding assessments. While making predictions is an essential part of emotion recognition algorithms, the practitioner designing the application may decide to avoid surfaced explicit labels to help minimize risk. For instance, a stress management system may use predicted stress levels as a signal to interact with a user or trigger an intervention of some sort, but the application may not expressly label the user’s experience as “stressed.” Instead, it may indicate that changes in physiology have been detected and let the user make further interpretations based on their unique contextual and personal information. This approach, also known as Affective Interaction [83], is relevant when addressing the guidelines associated with Communication (G1-3) and the user is entirely in control of the information. However, this approach can still lead to important privacy and discrimination risks if shared with others.

Private by default. While not unique to emotion recognition, data minimization is an essential building block for reducing risk. To avoid falling into the trap of potential infringement on
human rights or causing psychological distress, it is safer to presume that individuals consider their emotional states private. Consequently, we recommend starting from the default position that emotion recognition data is for personal consumption and reflection. If some data needs to be shared in order to return clear and obvious benefit to the user, it is recommended to do so in aggregated and/or differentially private forms that maintain plausible deniability and/or obfuscate identifiable details of individuals. This approach is relevant when addressing the guidelines associated with Consent (G4-6).

Emotion as a form of expression. While one of the unrealized ambitions of emotion recognition is to understand the internal experience of emotions, we believe that focusing measurement on externalized manifestations of emotional communication can help ameliorate risk as these tend to be more public in nature and therefore may be more consciously controllable by actors. In the context of driving, for instance, an automotive safety application may detect “closed eyes” rather than “drowsiness” from face images. In the context of media indexing, an algorithm may decide to label an image “downturned mouth” rather than “sad person.” For the cases when focusing on externalized manifestations is just not possible, modifications of the labels such as “perceived sadness” can help better position some of the capabilities of the technology, such as the goal of reflecting annotators’ perceptions in the context of image content analysis. This approach is relevant when addressing the guidelines associated with Communication (G1-3) as well as Calibration (G7-9).

Human computer collaboration. When using emotion recognition in real-life scenarios, it is essential to understand that a wide variety of unexpected human behaviors will be encountered, as will various environmental conditions, edge device characteristics, and more. This is especially important in consequential scenarios such as mental healthcare, job recruitment, or online proctoring. To help mitigate erroneous system outputs introduced by previously unseen behaviors, we encourage a human computer collaboration model in which predictions are provided to an expert operator (e.g., clinician, interviewer, proctor) with the expectation that they will have the time, support, and situational awareness to reconcile unexpected behaviors and technology limitations. These machine “teachers” would be prepared to be personally accountable for the eventual decisions and outcomes of the system. It is important to note, however, that experts may still be influenced by important factors such as automation bias. This approach is relevant when addressing the guidelines associated with Contingencies (G10-12), but would also help facilitate more appropriate opt-out strategies (G6) and avoid making value judgments (G1).

VI. Discussion

The adoption of emotion recognition is rapidly increasing. Applications vary from measuring consumer behavior to assisting in making important decisions, such as supporting the mental health of people, promoting driver safety, and filtering job candidates. As emotion recognition tools become more ubiquitous, there is potential for misuse and harm. This work reviews the current landscape of emotion recognition applications, as well as some of the most common types of harm, such as denial of consequential services, physical and emotional injury, and infringement on human rights. Some of the central challenges include that emotion recognition is based on theories that are still evolving, that the ground truth of emotions is not easily quantifiable, and that large individual and cultural differences exist in terms of emotional experience and expression [72]. Further, the language used to communicate about emotion recognition technologies often over-promises what it can be used accurately for, and rarely reflects the possibility of potential misuse and automation bias.

To help address some of the previous challenges, we identified four key regulating factors of tension and human risks. These include technology communication, user consent, model calibration, and contingency measures, and are further decomposed into three main guidelines for each factor. However, it is important to note that these guidelines only tackle especially sensitive areas that are relevant for emotion recognition, and they do not represent an exhaustive list. Therefore, we recommend augmenting this list with traditional Institutional Review Board reviews, legal regulatory frameworks, and/or other guidelines that help capture sources of sensitivity in specific application areas. For instance, it is important that practitioners carefully evaluate the specific application area and assess whether the particular use of AI (emotion recognition in our case) is the right mechanism to achieve their intended results as well as ensure that the benefits for users outweigh the potential harms. This work also provides some recommendations to help effectively address some of the proposed guidelines, like adopting a human-computer collaboration model to appropriately interpret models’ predictions and detect potential errors, or adopting a “private by default” position on data handling to ensure users’ expectations are met, regardless of their demographics. There is also a wealth of methodology to help address specific guidelines, such as advancements in domain adaptation, to help account for sources of variance (G8), methods to assess the similarity between data sets (G7 and G12), and model transparency and interpretability (G1 and G3). As our understanding of the uses of emotion recognition continues to advance, we expect to see an increase in the number of regulating factors and guidelines, as well as more potential mitigating mechanisms.

The main goal of these guidelines is to offer a simple yet effective method to prevent or mitigate possible harms in the sensitive area of emotion recognition. It is important to note, however, that not all the guidelines may be applicable in every context and it is important to consider the potential for good on the end users [19], [22]. In addition, some of the specific guidelines may be difficult to address. Certain applications of emotion recognition, like automatically selecting relevant candidates or detecting cheating behavior, are currently being applied in settings where equitable power dynamics cannot be easily guaranteed (G6). In some cases, re-positioning the current strategy could help ensure that the guidance can be met. For instance, emotion recognition might be used to assist
interviewers to conduct more effective interviews, or to help proctors orient their attention better while overseeing test taking, respectively. When applying the guidelines, we also recommend addressing the four areas in tandem to help facilitate better control over the different factors. However, this is not always possible in real-life settings, due to the decentralization of the different factors. For instance, one of the main vehicles of emotion recognition democratization comes from companies that provide emotion sensing services, or APIs, so that other companies can develop their own end-user applications. This is particularly problematic as the same language and descriptions of the technology are often shared across a wide variety of applications, irrespective of their sensitivity and particular context. In addition, domain experts who develop the technology and are therefore more familiar with its capabilities and limitations, do not usually have direct control over how the emotion recognition technology will be used in practice. To help address the latter, it is critical to develop deeper engagement across service and solution providers, and encourage responsible communication that promotes awareness about the technology in particular, and emotions in general. We believe important research will need to systematically evaluate effective methods of conveying the unique complexities of emotions and the necessary technological guardrails to diagnose and prevent potential harm.

VII. CONCLUSION

Emotion recognition is increasingly being used in many commercial applications but can result in important harm to people and society. To help better guide future innovation in the space, this work surveyed applications of emotion recognition, articulated many potential sources of harm, and provided a set of guidelines and mitigation mechanisms to help detect and minimize risks in practice.
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